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The muon-to-electron conversion
➤ One of the Charged Lepton Flavour 

Violation (CLFV) processes detectable if 
only the BSM exists 

➤ Indirectly sensitive to the energy scale of 
new physics higher than 100 TeV 

➤ The current 90% C.L. upper limit is 
7×10-13 @Au set by SINDRUM II
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The COMET Experiment @J-PARC
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Muon Stopping Target 
+ beam blocker

8GeV Proton Beam (56 kW)

Detector Solenoid (~ 1T) + StrECAL

Electron Spectrometer ~1T 
to select ~100MeV/c charged particles

Production Target + High Efficiency Pion Capture Solenoid ~5T, 
Large aperture to effectively collect low momentum π/μ

Muon Transport Solenoid ~3T 
to select low momentum μ- 

and suppress π-

μ-

e-

Aiming the upper limit sensitivity of 10-17, 
10,000 times better than the current bound 

Probing the energy scale >1,000 TeV

Main beam pulse 
Prompt beam induced particles 
Muon decay products

Time
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COMET Phase-I
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Cylindrical Detector (CyDet)

➤ Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC) 

➤ ~5k sense wires for momentum measurement with 200 keV/c momentum resolution 

➤ Cylindrical Trigger Hodoscope (CTH) 

➤ Precise timing measurement (better than 1 ns) and generate a primary trigger signal 

➤ Monash group is leading the detector development
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Fig. 4. Simulated CDC-hit map including hits from a 105-MeV conversion
electron. Each dot represents the hit position of charged particles. The “others”
includes heavy particles, such as alpha, triton, and heavy ions. The red and
black tilted boxes inside the inner wall of the CDC are Cherenkov counters
and scintillators of the CTH, respectively. The filled boxes represent CTH
counter hits.

between the conversion electron and background particles.
Fig. 4 shows a simulated conversion-electron trajectory over-
laying with background particles recorded within an event win-
dow of 1.1µs. The main background particles are protons from
the muon-nuclear-capture processes and low-energy electrons
from the gamma-ray interactions at the CDC walls. Notable
differences between background and signal hits appear in the
hit patterns and energy deposition. The conversion electron
makes a helical trajectory that is fully contained in the CDC
due to the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 4. The track
will produce a series of neighboring hits in the azimuthal
direction at a radius given by the transverse momentum of the
conversion electron, and no or very few hits beyond this radius.
The low-energy electrons pass along the CDC wires, and their
trajectories are helical orbits with small radii, resulting in long-
lived hits on the same wire. The protons mostly have high
momenta and pass through the CDC from inside to outside
with a larger energy loss than the conversion electrons.

B. Classification Algorithm

In the hit classification stage, GBDTs are used to evaluate
whether the hits in the set of neighboring wires are consistent
with the expectations for a conversion electron. The signal-
like hits have larger GBDT-output values and are selected for
the event classification. Fig. 5 shows the CDC-hit maps before
(Fig. 5a) and after (Fig. 5b) applying the GBDTs. Red and blue
dots represent signal and background hits based on simulation
information. The dot size of Fig. 5b reflects the GBDT-output
value. While some background hits with large GBDT-output
still remain after applying GBDT, it is clear that GBDT can
classify the signal hits out of background hits. Therefore,
the deposited energy on the wire of interest and its radial
position are selected as the GBDT-input features. In order to
eliminate hits of the low-energy electrons, hit classifiers begin
with filtering the wires having long-lived hits. The energy
deposition of neighboring wires in the same layer is also
used to suppress low-energy electron hits. For the hardware
implementation, the input feature must be quantized so that
the total size of trigger data fits to the reasonable data transfer
rate between different FPGAs with the available FPGA logic

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Hit maps of the CDC (a) before and (b) after applying the GBDTs.
See the text for details.

Fig. 6. Procedures for the final trigger decision. CTH ID means an identifica-
tion number for each CTH counter. “T” (true) and “F” (false) mean triggered
and non-triggered sections, respectively. Hit counters of the CTH are filled
with red for the Cherenkov counters and black for the scintillation counters.

resources, such as the number of LUTs. The energy deposition
of each wire is compressed into 2 bits, as written in Section II.
Therefore, 6-input LUTs are used for the hit classification
using energy deposition from the wire of interest and two
neighboring wires. We implement a set of 6-input LUTs inside
the FPGA, and each set of 6-bit wire hit patterns is fed into
each different LUT depending on their radial position. Thus all
the input features (deposited energy, neighboring hit pattern,
and radial position) can be considered.

Fig. 6 describes the procedure of the final trigger decision
by the event classifier, which combines CDC and CTH trigger
information. The conversion electron leaves hits only in a part
of the CDC readout area, which is correlated with the CTH-
hit positions, as shown in Fig. 4. An active part of the CDC
is defined for each CTH counter to reject background hits
efficiently while keeping the conversion-electron hits. When
the number of signal-like hits in each active part exceeds a
threshold, the CDC trigger is generated for each CTH counter.
The CTH trigger provides the counter information passing the

CTH

CDC

Muon Stopping Target
µ-

1T
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Cylindrical Trigger Hodoscope
➤ Select the signal-like high momentum 

electrons while suppressing other low 
momentum/heavier particles 

➤ Thick inner absorber + Four fold 
coincidence with two concentric layers 

➤ Measure the electron arrival timing as 
precise as 1 ns 

➤ Use fast plastic scintillators (BC-408) 

➤ Operational under the high radiation 
environment + 1 T magnetic field 

➤ 1 kGy gamma dose + 1012 n/cm2 
neutrons
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CDC

CTH

Signal e-

γ BG

Lead absorber

Proton BG

- 10 mm-T outer layer
- 5 mm-T inner layer
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Fibre bundle + SiPM readout

➤ Having sensors inside the detector solenoid is quite difficult due to the high radiation 
dose 

➤ Expected dose level is 1-2 orders lower outside the DS by introducing a thick neutron 
shielding box 

➤ Photon extraction using optical fibres enables to use cheaper photo sensors such as 
silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) 

➤ Better accessibility to the sensors for easier maintenance/replacement 

➤ Cons; Lower light yield due to the longer photon transferring ➡ need the R&D

7

Performance Magnetic field Radiation tolerance Cost
SiPM ★★★ ★★★ ★ ★★★
PMT ★★★ ★ ★★ ★
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A Small Prototype

➤ A small prototype to prove the 
performance and improve the final 
design 

➤ A 1:1 scale plastic scintillators  

➤ The baseline large area SiPM 
(Hamamatsu S14161-3050HS)
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Glued both sides 
With epoxy resin

MPPC side

Scintillator side

3D printed parts 
(Temporary)
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Light Yield

➤ The light yield was measured with a small prototype using the Sr-90 checking source and the 
trigger counter 

➤ Measured peak voltage 180 mV, 1 p.e. peak = 4.2 mV ➡ 42 p.e. for the minimum ionisation 

➤ No strong position dependence was observed as expected
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Peak voltage [mV]

Peak voltage distribution at the centre of the counter
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Beam Tests @ Australian Synchrotron
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Beam collimators

CTH prototype

Operation room

100 MeV e- beam from 
AusSynch Linac

Many thanks to Linac team, especially Eugene Tan

Peak voltage distribution with and without 
beam timing cut and/or coincidence cut
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Irradiation Tests
➤ SiPM system irradiated up to 1011 neutrons/cm2 w/ and w/o cooling 

➤ Found that SiPM is operational up to 1010 neutrons/cm2 assuming more than 25 photo electrons from the 
signal electrons 

➤ Cooling down to -35℃ is mandatory to reduce the dark current due to the thermal electrons 

➤ Plastic Scintillator and plastic optical fibres irradiated up to 1 kGy gamma dose 

➤ Roughly 20% light yield drop is expected @1 kGy 

➤ Photon transmittance + attenuation length degrade ~10%
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0 neq/cm2
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Neutron	irradiation	test	for	MPPC
Samples of waveform
~10 p.e. for 1ch
D4 ch (single channel readout)
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1×1010
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0 neq/cm2

-22.5 ℃

200ns

2022 11/15 CM38
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Sample waveforms for a SiPM single channel 
with ~10 p.e. LED signal
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SiPM Cooling System

➤ SiPM cooling system is being developed with Osaka and Kyushu Universities 

➤ A single channel cooling system achieved -36℃ with a chiller and alcohol coolant at 
-40℃ 

➤ New prototype with 16 channels will be produced this year
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Readout electronics
➤ We have developed both analog and digital electronics for CTH at Monash 

➤ SAM provides the energy signal with a longer shaping (FWHM ~50ns) and sharper timing signal (FWHM ~20 
ns) 

➤ COTTRI digitise both energy and timing signal and send the info to DAQ PC and downstream trigger system
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Test mezzanine board ADCs for 24 ch

TDCs for 24 ch

SFP to DAQ PC

DisplayPort conns. 
to trigger system

DAC control

FPGA (Artix-7, xc7a200)

Summing Board

MPPC Bias  
Voltage

Ch A

Ch B

Ch C

Ch D

Low Voltage  
Supply

Preamplifiers

Summing Amplifier
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• Summing board takes 4 inputs due 
to each MPPC being readout in 
quadrants


• Outputs of 4 preamplifiers are 
summed into one signal per MPPC 
to feed into timing board

Front End Electronics Status

@CM37

Ch A Ch B

Ch C Ch D

SAM (Summing Amplifier Module) ×256 COTTRI (COmeT TRIgger) board ×12

Energy signal to ADC

Timing signal to TDC
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Support Structure
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Mid counter supports
End counter support

Lead absorbers

CDC
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Real Scale Prototype

➤ A first real scale fibre readout prototype was built and tested with a counter 
and Sr-90 at J-PARC in the last month 

➤ The data analysis is still ongoing 

➤ Many feedback to improve the construction procedure were found
15

Above COMET experimental area @J-PARC
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Summary & Prospects
➤ The COMET experiment aims to search for the µ-e conversion with upper limit 

sensitivities of 10-15 and 10-17 in Phase-I and Phase-II respectively 

➤ Monash group is leading the prototyping and construction of the CTH detector system 
in COMET Phase-I 

➤ Most of R&D items have been completed, and the prototype detectors satisfy our 
requirements (radiation hardness, timing and light yield) 

➤ Including the test beam measurement @Linac of Australian Synchrotron 

➤ The detector construction will begin in this year 2023
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CTH FEB - MB communication
➤ Trigger data format from FEB to MB (tentative version) 

➤ Send 3-bit hit status×24 (+parity bits) to COTTRI MB every 25 ns using MGT
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Ch0 Ch1 Ch2 … Ch23
data[2:0] data[2:0] data[2:0] … data[2:0]
data[2:0] data[2:0] data[2:0] … data[2:0]
data[2:0] data[2:0] data[2:0] … data[2:0]

Status[2:0]

3’h0

3’h1

3’h2

3’h3

3’h4

3’h5

3’h6

3’h7

Trigger timing resolution = 4.17 ns (240 MHz) 

➡ Coincidence time window will be ± 4.17 ns for triggering 

Can separate pile-ups with a time gap farther than ~20 ns 

MB performs coincidence based on this hit information & 
send it to FC7
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Trigger chain test
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TDC implementation
➤ The basic algorithm almost same as RECBE 

➤ Four 240 MHz clocks with different phases to realise 1.04 ns periodic 3-bit counters + hit-flag to be stored with 
120 MHz clock 

➤ Possible upgrade into 0.52 ns cycle by implementing four more phases if needed 

➤ Tested @Monash with the smallest setup
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DAQ PC

FG

TDC signals ×6

Test trigger pulse
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TDC data (Simple DAQ monitor)
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TDC data
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All of them are within two bins, 

Standard deviations are less than 0.5 ns

Preliminary
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COTTRI CTH Hardware Status
➤ All basic functionalities verified → Ready for the final production 

➤ Almost all parts already secured to produce 13 additional FEBs 

➤ Start final production in April 

➤ Two COTTRI CTH MBs already produced thanks to MyeongJae 

➤ Full chain trigger test to be expected in this year!
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